Abstract-Service Chaining provides opportunities for network and service providers to implement their services and policies with finer granularity of an individual user or an application. However, the increasing number of Service Chains and middleboxes will introduce a larger number of flow rules and more consumption of Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM), whose capacity is limited due to high cost and power consumption. This paper proposes to compress the flow rules for service chaining by optimizing the generation of Service Chain IDs that are widely used in packet tagging techniques for the Service Chaining. Our solution 1) makes service chain IDs aggregatable based on Common Forwarding Actions (CFAs) among the service chains, and 2) reduces the number of flow rules at each SDN switch to execute a larger number of forwarding actions for service chaining. The evaluation results showed that the proposed algorithm can reduce up to 76% of the flow rules using the randomly generated networks and service chains. Because the generation of Service Chain ID does not interfere the other flow rule compression techniques, our algorithm can also be used as a plug-in to the other Service Chaining mechanisms to optimize their ID generation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Service Chaining is a key technique to service providers for applying and enforcing policy to the specific traffic. In Service Chaining, a packet has to travel through a set of middleboxes in a predefined order as described in its service and network policies. In traditional networks, Service Chaining implementation requires manual configuration on switches, routers and middleboxes, which is complex, rigid and error-prone. Software Defined Networking (SDN) provides programmable and flexible way for implementing Service Chaining. A significant amount of research has been done on Service Chaining implementation [1] - [7] , but not satisfactory in terms of TCAM exhaustion, scalability and demand modification in middlebox software.
TCAM is used in switches/routers for increasing the speed of route lookup, classifying and forwarding the packets. On SDN switches, flow rules describe the forwarding actions being stored in TCAM. The size of TCAM is limited and cannot be increased beyond an extent due to its high power consumption and cost. TCAM supports three states 0, 1 and X (don't care/masked). Once the TCAM is exhausted, the network performance will start to degrade with introducing packet loss. Optimizing the usage of available TCAM is interesting and challenging problem to scale Service Chaining. The optimization of TCAM consumption is done using the proper utilization of "don't care" state. Service Chaining for a set of given middleboxes can generate a large number of permutations. For example, per-user and per-application service chains with variety of middleboxes can lead to generate large number of flow rules. The current available implementation techniques [1] - [7] add at least one flow rule per switch for each service chain. So, in order to support variety of service chains with limited TCAM resource, the compression of service chains is necessary.
Some techniques on flow rule compression have been proposed [8] - [10] . In the Service Chaining implementation, packet tagging techniques are used to identify a service chain and to indicate the corresponding action to be taken (go to the next middlebox). Lang et. al's technique [8] uses prefix property i.e. IP address. One non-prefix based compression technique was proposed for ACL rule compression, namely Bit Weaving algorithm [9] . However, these techniques can compress only the flow rules that are already assigned to handle the service chains.
In this paper, we focus on the Service Chain ID generation for the packet tagging techniques. To our best knowledge, no attention has been paid to the ID generation to make Service Chain compression easier and efficient. We propose to make Service Chain IDs aggregatable by carefully examining the contents of service chains. 1) Finding Common Actions (CFAs) among multiple service chains, and 2) grouping the service chains on the basis of more CFAs are the two key components of solution. We implemented a Greedy algorithm for Service Chaining compression, and the proof-of-concept using double tagging exhibited that our solution outperforms the existing tagging mechanisms. Our solution can become an API for Service Chain ID generation which is the most aggregatable and compressible to make the new and existing service chaining techniques more effective on TCAM usage.
The remainder of paper is organized as following: Section II discusses related work on Service Chaining and flow rule compression techniques. Section III describes the double tagging approach for making service chains compressible. Section IV proposes a Greedy algorithm for assigning compressible Service Chain IDs using CFAs as a heuristic. Section V and VI show the evaluation results and discuss the performance, trade-offs and other possible challenges and solutions. Section VII concludes the paper along with future work.
II. RELATEDWORK
FlowTags [4] introduces simple extensions to middleboxes for operating additional tags, carried in packet headers. Position [11] uses Destination MAC Address for Service Chaining implementation. OpenSCaaS [12] uses Source MAC Address to encode service chain context. Network Service Header (NSH) [5] pushes an additional header to implement Service Chaining. Steering [1] does smart encoding of the forwarding rules using the pipelining feature introduced in OpenFlow v1.1. SPFRI [6] proposed a double tagging approach using VLAN+MPLS label for Service Chaining. Roberto et. al [7] proposed to use 1) VLAN for tunneling the packets and handling the mangling middleboxes, and 2) Flow Identifier to implement Service Chaining. These proposals so far have provided a way for implementing Service Chaining. But our focus is how to generate the aggregatable and compressible tags that carry service minimum context to reduce the TCAM consumption and to maintain Service Chaining still functional.
The flow rule compression technique has been proposed using prefix aggregation (e.g. IP address) and trie data structure [8] . This technique combines nodes of the tree to reduce flow entries. Angelos et. al [10] proposed algorithm for dynamic aggregation of the flow rules considering QoS of the traffic. The non-prefixed based flow rule compression technique is used for Access Control List rules [9] . However, these techniques can be applied to compress the flow rules related to Service Chaining implementation. To the best of our knowledge, we are first to propose heuristic algorithm for Service Chaining ID generation that are the best aggregatable.
III. COMPRESSING FLOW RULES FOR SERVICE CHAINING
Packet tagging is a popular approach in Service Chaining implementation to encode service chain context in the packets. Service Chain ID (SC-ID) is used to indicate to which service chain a particular packet (frame) belongs. Single Tagging techniques puts service context along with forwarding actions the next middlebox in the same tag. Double Tagging separates SC-ID and forwarding actions into two different tags. The double tagging approach is scalable as it can support 2 N service chains for given N-bit service tag field. The flow rule compression will be the most effective when a packet carries both of SC-ID and the next middlebox information in the separate maskable fields.
In this paper, we propose to use double tagging for the Service Chaining implementation as shown in Figure 1 . The double tagging allows a packet to carry the service context and next middlebox into two different tags say inner tag and outer tag. The service chain ID part will remain fixed in the inner tag while the next middlebox will keep on changing in the outer as a packet traverses. Therefore, at a particular switch, multiple service chains having the same next middlebox can be aggregated at the level of flow rules, and TCAM consumption can be reduced. There are three segments as per Figure 2 i.e. Ingress Segment, Service Segment and Egress Segment. The ingress switch (SWI) and egress switch (SWE) are the entry and exit points for inbound and outbound traffic. At the ingress switch, depending upon five-tuple rule the inner tag is assigned to a packet. At the egress switch, the inner tag is remove from the packet. In the service segment, middleboxes running on hypervisors apply services and functions to the packets.
The possible number of service chains with N different middleboxes is (T sc )
A service chain with K middleboxes will have K different forwarding actions requiring at least K flow rules at the switches on the service chain path. The Total number of flow rules required to implement N ! service chains with K middleboxes will be at least of order N! * K. To implement the service chains of N! order by keeping TCAM consumption still low the compression of flow rules is necessary. The common sequence of middleboxes among different service chains helps in compression of flow rules.
Considering the example in Figure 2 , two service chains S1 (A-B-C) and S2 (A-B-D) have one common sequence of middleboxes (A-B). Switch (SW4) executes a common forwarding action to the packets of S1 and S2. SC-ID is maskable, the multiple SC-IDs can be merged into a single flow rule in the flow table denoted as The compression applied on the inner tag is for the switches that are connected to middleboxes. On rest of the switches in service segment the compression on the outer tag i.e. used for forwarding can be applied using existing TCAM compression techniques.
In a network, the total number of service chains is known in advance, preprocessing those will yield the common for-warding actions among various service chains. This common forwarding action can be used as a heuristic to assign SC-IDs, to the service chains, using that Service Chaining can achieve the maximum flow rule compression on the switches. In the next section, we propose a heuristic algorithm for generating the aggregatable SC-IDs.
IV. ALGORITHM FOR SC-ID ALLOCATION
The naive approach to determine the optimal SC-IDs for a given set of service chains is to try out all possible patterns and to figure out the best assignment. The maximum number of service chains with n-bits field is 2 n . The naive approach for 2 n service chains requires to examine (2 n )! combinations to get the optimal assignment of SC-IDs. Even with a 12-bits field, trying out all 4096! assignments is not practical to implement. Greedy Algorithm is proposed for the quick approximation to the optimum.
Greedy Algorithm proposed for SC-ID generation is based on the heuristic of Common Forwarding Action (CFA) among various service chains. To illustrate the algorithm, the example dataset is shown in TABLE I. Find CFAs among all the nodes at level i. Move CFAs from Node Pair to parent node. 10: end for 11: Assign bit 0 and 1 to left edges and right edges of tree respectively. 12: Traverse tree from to root to leaves taking values on tree edges in order to generate SC-IDs.
The proposed algorithm uses binary tree data structure. The height of tree is determined by the total number of service chains. The binary tree is initialized with leaves pointing to the respective service chains in the given order as shown in Figure 4 .
A. Finding CFAs and Forming Node Pairs in the Tree
Greedy algorithm performs three steps at each level of the tree except the root, starting from the leaf level. The first step In the second step, the two nodes having the most CFAs form a node pair by swapping operation in the binary tree. The swapping of nodes happens along with the subtrees of the participating nodes. The node pairs formed at leaf level along with their CFAs is shown in TABLE II. The third step involves the movement of CFAs to their parent node from each node pair formed in the step two. Figure 5 shows the update tree after the first iteration of all the three steps at Level 3 (Leaf Level). 
B. Generating the Service Chain IDs for Flow Rule Compression
The resultant tree after completion of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . Swapping of nodes 5 and 6 at tree Level 2 happened along with their subtrees during the iteration of line number 7, 8 and 9 in Algorithm 1. The edges of the tree are marked bit values 0 or 1 depending upon its connection to the left or the right child. SC-IDs are generated by performing the traversal of the tree from the root to the leaf. Bit string formed by the path from the root to a leaf determines the SC-ID for the corresponding service chain pointed by the leaf. Finally TABLE III shows the list of SC-IDs to the given service chain dataset. 7 shows the generated SC-IDs before and after compression at the switch connected to the middlebox A. 
C. Estimated Performance of the Proposed Algorithm
The number of flow rules saved by masking SC-IDs, N saved , can be calculated from the following formula.
In the above formula, C i denotes the total number of CFAs at the i th level of resultant tree. At a particular level of the tree, the subtraction of ancestor node's CFAs is necessary to avoid duplication of CFAs into the result. The position of a CFA in the tree at a particular level determines the number of entries that can be masked into a single entry. 2) Sequential ID Generation with Compression: SC-IDs are assigned sequentially to the service chains. The existing solutions mentioned in Section II do not focus on the ID generation, thereby uses sequential allocation. To calculate masked entries in the sequential ID generation, a binary tree is formed similar to one used in Greedy algorithm. However, in the binary tree, only CFAs between adjacent nodes are moved to the parent node without any swapping of the nodes. The number of flow rules (SE) saved by masking is calculated using the formula N saved mentioned in Section IV. The total number of flow entries consumed for this service chaining implementation is N -SE.
% Reduction in F lowRules = SE N * 100
3) Greedy ID Generation with Compression: Greedy algorithm proposed in Section IV is used to generate SC-IDs. The number of saved flow entries (GE) is calculated using tree formed by Greedy algorithm. The total number of flow entries required by service chains is N -GE.
% Reduction in F lowRules = GE N * 100
B. Network Setup for Evaluation
The proof of concept is verified with linear topology (15 switches) created with Mininet 2.2.0 [14] , enabling Floodlight 1.1 [15] as SDN controller, and Open vSwitch(OVS) version 2.3.1 [16] as SDN switch on mininet VM. Middleboxes are implemented with libpcap for imposing various types of middlebox behavior on the network traffic. With the 12-bits Vlan_tci as the inner tag, 4096 service chains are available. The half of service chains in the dataset is generated randomly and the other half are obtained for their reverse direction of the chains. 7 middleboxes can generate approximate 7!=5040 service chains, the least possible value for middleboxes that exceeds the capacity of the inner tag using Vlan_tci. The results shown are averaged over five iterations of experiments.
The proposed compression of SC-IDs takes CFAs among service chains as heuristic, that does not reflect the actual path between the middleboxes and does make the Greedy Algorithm topology independent. Figure 8 and 9 show the comparison results of the three implementations of the flow rule compression in the number and percentage. Figure 8 shows that even if the flow rule compression is attempted, the sequential ID generation does not reduce the number of flow rules significantly. In contrast, the compression with the proposed SC-ID generation exhibits the maximum of 76% reduction of the flow rules as shown in Figure 9 . 2) Effect of increasing the number of middleboxes over fixed number of service chains: Given the fixed number of service chains, the effectiveness of compression is compared between the sequential and proposed algorithm. The increasing number of middleboxes introduces the degradation of compression efficiency of proposed algorithm as shown in Figure 10 . This is because the increase in the number of middleboxes decreases the number of CFAs. However, the comparison shows that the proposed approach always shows the better performance even if the number of middleboxes gets reasonably large in a service chain. Figure 11 shows that having a bigger ID space is reasonable to accommodate the more number of service chains with higher efficiency of flow rule compression. 
C. Evaluation Results

1) Effect of increasing service chains over fixed number of middleboxes:
Placement of middleboxes:
The placement of middleboxes in the network impacts the to-and-fro movement of the packets. Our proposed algorithm suggests the effective placement of middleboxes for implementing service chains. The CFAs, which are nearer to the root of the tree, appear in the more number of service chains. The middleboxes present in those CFAs can be placed on the same hypervisor or switch to further reduce the to-and-fro movement of packets.
How does software switches take the advantage of flow rule aggregation?: The proposed flow rule compression works greatly when the switch is attached to a middlebox. However, in the cloud computing environment, hypervisors of VMs may have a software switch like OVS that does not have TCAM. The performance evaluation of OVS conducted by Emmerich et. al [17] showed that the increasing number of flow rules introduces the degradation of forwarding throughput due to the increase of L1 and L2 cache misses on a CPU core. Although the testing result was about the case of forwarding traffic from Physical NIC to Physical NIC through OVS, we assume this result will also apply to the scenarios involving Virtual NICs. In this case, the proposed flow rule compression still benefits the performance on the packet forwarding on software switches as well as the resource management on hypervisors.
Applicability of the compressed SC-ID generation: If a hardware switch is not attached to middleboxes, do we have a chance to get benefit of the proposed algorithm? We have observed the existing and emerging demands on the variety of service functions and their possible shapes, including QoS, Network Slicing, Docker-based middleboxes and etc. especially in 5G deployment scenarios. Such demands introduce great chances where an intermediate hardware switches in a segment turns to be attached to various actual or pseudo middleboxes at anytime. By well planning the SC-IDs and its ID space, the current SDN deployment, using both software and hardware switches, can mitigate the impact of dynamic change of service function trends in a scalable manner in terms of flow rule and TCAM resource management.
Finding the effective length and number of service chains for a given network: TCAM consumption is affected by parameters like the length of service chains, the number of service chains and the CFAs pattern among those service chains. The proposed algorithm helps in finding effective size of service chains i.e. whether a very long service chain would remain as it is or be broken into shorter ones to achieve the higher flow rule compression ratio and the less number of flow rules as total.
The current implementation is using 12-bits vlan_tci field. The proposed algorithm can be extended to support longer SC-IDs. However, is having much more number of service chains realistic? In the case of longer tags, the time consuming step of finding CFAs can be done through parallel algorithms or Map-Reduce framework [18] instead of simple loops. We have also implemented the algorithm for finding CFAs using Hadoop. Figure 13 shows the time taken for finding CFAs at the leaf level for 28 middleboxes using Hadoop v2.6.0 over single node cluster. Even if finding CFAs can be done within the polynomial time, the benefit of having a very large number of service chains is highly doubtful expecting the demand for very short response time. Dynamic addition of new service chains: The proposed Greedy algorithm doesn't consider the dynamic change in the number of service chains or middleboxes. To set up the new service chains dynamically, the unused ID space can be used meanwhile. Once the benefit of compressing the new service chains becomes more than the cost of rerunning the algorithm for all the service chains, then we can remove the existing service chains and assign the new SC-IDs all over again. This introduces the trade-off between to use the existing bit field space without compression or to regenerate new IDs for all the service chains.
Well planning the use of ID space, i.e. managing the number of bits in the inner tag for immediate use and for the future, will also mitigate this trade-off. The IDs for only new service chains can be generated without involving the existing ones. Even if the effectiveness of compression may not be optimal, the cost and impact of reinstalling the flow rules at the switch can be much less.
Avoidance of bandwidth saturation: Our approach considers only the shortest path for forwarding to a middlebox. Therefore, the aggregation of traffic multiple flows over a single path may lead to bandwidth saturation. In the presence of multiple paths, the bandwidth saturation can be avoided by considering the same middlebox as multiple pseudo instances in the algorithm via the available paths. As a tradeoff, aggressive use in the combination scenario of multi-path and sparse middlebox deployment may result in less flow rule compression.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed an approach for optimizing the generation of service chain IDs for compressing flow rules for scalable Service Chaining. The key ideas are 1) finding Common Forwarding Actions (CFAs) among multiple service chains and 2) generating the optimum and maskable service chain IDs in order to effectively compress the flow rules for packet forwarding on service chaining. The evaluation results showed that the proposed approach can reduce the flow rules up to 76%, and we also studied how the efficiency of compression may become even higher or low according to the available size of ID space and other properties of service chains. As an approach of flow rule compression, the optimization of service chain ID has not attracted much attention compared with the regular packet forwarding in SDN. Our approach will be promising to achieve a significant reduction of the number of flow rules on the existing and potential packet tagging approaches on Service Chaining.
As a part of future work, we can explore other heuristics for the service chain ID generation. Several points raised in Section VI will be interesting to explore with implementing Service Chaining in the live networks. Making our algorithm as an open source API will also be contributing so that the other Service Chaining mechanisms can offload the task of ID generation to our approach.
